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WELCOME TO THE 2019-2020
KNACK BUSINESS GIFTING SATISFACTION REPORT
While there are many places to find information about what companies
plan to give as business gifts, we recognized a couple of years ago that
no one was looking at this enormous market through the eyes of the
recipients of those gifts . And only through understanding the attitudes,
expectations and experiences of the recipients would it be possible to
maximize the experience for business gift recipients while advancing the
objectives of the companies sending all those gifts.
And thus the Business Gift Satisfaction Survey, and its corresponding
report, was born.
This year we’ve more than doubled the size of the population surveyed,
taking care to closely model the demographics of the US . We’ve oversampled Millennials to increase the statistical significance of our Millennial findings, since the attitudes and preferences of this group provide
clues to the future direction of the business gifting market overall.
We’ve also added additional questions regarding cultural movements
and attitudes about the direction the country is heading to see if those
would provide insight into business gifting.
In this first of two reports we specifically examine the data around business gifts received by clients, business partners and other non-employees. To provide important context on the drivers behind business gifting,
as in previous years, we will address employee gifting and its role in
employee retention and attitudes in a separate report .
I’m very excited to share our findings with you in our 2019 Business Gift
Satisfaction Report .

Warmly,
Laura Jennings
CEO & Founder
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METHODOLOGY
Lab42 sampled 1049 individuals who had received a business gift from a partner or employer within
the last year, 84% of whom were still working full-time. The distribution of respondents is reflective
of the demographics of the adult population of the US as indicated below:

GENERATION

47% Millennials

33% Gen X

50% Male

20% Boomers

50% Female

20% Suite/Owners/VP 36% Manager/Director

16%

48% Junior/Other

23%

49%
WESTERN
MID WESTERN
EASTERN
SOUTHERN
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21%

THE ROI OF

BUSINESS

GIFTING

2019
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ATTITUDES AND IMPACTS OF BUSINESS GIFTING
Let’s get right to the heart of the matter: what are the C-Suite executive beliefs that have caused
non-cash business gifts to become a $125B market in the US?

• A full 94% believe that
personal relationships are
important to business
success
• As proof of that belief, 90%
are willing to spend their personal time strengthening relationships with partners and
clients
• 89% believe that business
gifts bring people closer together
• 83% believe that business
gifts generate measurable
positive ROI in addition to
intangible benefits
Enough said .
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On the flip side, what do the recipients of those gifts think when they receive a business gift?
• 77% say business gifts make
them feel appreciated
• 67% believe the gift demonstrates that the giver values
their relationship
• 59% of business partners
believe the giver thinks they
did a good job
• 40% report increased loyalty
and a desire to work with the
company longer
• 40% report feeling more
connected to the business
partner, and the degree of
connectedness increases by
50% when the gift received
is “memorable”
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And yet, despite the scale and maturity of the business gifting market, only 32% of business gifters
strongly agree that they feel confident selecting and giving gifts to business partners and clients.
• This confidence drops to 30% when giving gifts to people who may be different from them
• And nearly 75% of business gifters express a lack of confidence selecting and giving gifts to
people whose values they might not share
Go ahead and give gifts to your business partners – they make people feel appreciated, loyal, and
most importantly, more connected to you and your brand. And there’s little downside: most recipients don’t read ulterior motives into your gift . In fact, academic research indicates that we often
underestimate the impact that a gift will have on the recipient .
But there is definitely a right way and a wrong way to go about it, as indicated by the fact that over
70% of business gift recipients report having experienced negative feelings at least once when
receiving a gift from a business partner. Their absolute top complaint? The giver didn’t put much
thought into the gift .
We’re here to change that .
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WHAT TO GIVE: THE BUSINESS GIFTING EXPECTATION GAP
Let’s start by examining opinions
divorced from any specific gift.
As this hierarchy map demonstrates, the factor which most
positively influences a recipient’s
opinion of a business gift is the
thought that went into the gift.
In fact, 75% of this map is comprised of just three attributes:
• The gift was selected
just for me
• The gift included a
personal message
• The gift has my name
or initials on it
And yet, when asked about the last business gift they received, respondents indicated that:
• 65% were clearly not selected just for them
• 54% didn’t include a personal message
• 76% of gifts didn’t include items with their name or initials on them

Diving in to specific product categories, we can also see a difference between the specific types of
business gifts recipients prefer to
receive versus what they actually
received .
Graphically, this expectation
gap can be observed in the
difference between these two
hierarchy maps .
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The largest point of discrepancy is in the arena of company-branded gifts, which were
the second-most common type
of gift received, yet only flowers
ranked lower in terms of recipient preference .

Despite this, 69% of gift recipients state that they were “very satisfied” with their last gift. We’ll dissect the attitudes that drive this satisfaction in a few paragraphs, but first, there are a few statistical
differences in satisfaction that are worth examining:

• C-Suite members are more satisfied with
their business gifts than any other demo
graphic segment, consistent with findings
from the 2018 report .
• Boomers tend to also be more satisfied
overall with their business gifts.
• Those who received company-branded
items were significantly less satisfied than
people who received other types of gifts,
as demonstrated to the left .
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So now let’s examine why recipients who received gifts that weren’t their top choice claim to be
“very satisfied.”
• 53% of recipients say they strongly agree that they appreciate the time and effort put into
any gift . This is especially true for C-Suite (63%), Females (56%) and the South (56%)
• Along those same lines, another 34% agree that “it’s the thought that counts,” especially
those from the South (39%)
This next point is very important:
“Satisfaction” is just one part of the equation. Naturally, you want
recipients to be satisfied with your gift: this is necessary, but not sufficient to achieve your business gifting goals. The second part of the
equation is the “Memorability” of the gift, because it’s memorability
that drives the connectedness and loyalty that create ROI.

Fewer than half of all business gift recipients say that their last gift was “Very
Memorable,” yet this is the difference between satisfying gifts and gifts that generate measureable return on investment.
Interestingly, while 53% of those who
received a gift card fall into this category,
only 28% of those who received a company-branded gift did so.
So the thought that adding a company
logo to a gift will “make them remember
us” is indeed a fallacy.
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And here’s why memorability matters:

Gift recipients who describe
their gifts from business partners as “very memorable” are:

34%
more likely
to say they
feel more
connected
to the giver

28%
more likely
to reportwanting to
work with
the gift
giver longer

And finally, those who received gifts they rated as “Very Memorable” were twice as likely to report
also being “Very Satisfied” with their gift.
So what does the research indicate contributes to the memorability of a gift?
• “Very Memorable” gifts are 40% more likely to contain a personal message
• They are 80% more likely to have been selected specifically for the recipient
• They are twice as likely to include the recipient’s name or monogram

But there are other opportunities to increase the memorability of the gift:
• There’s a strong correlation between gifts that recipients rate as “unique” and the memorability of that gift.
• Recipients who rate their gifts as Very Memorable are twice as likely to strongly prefer gifts
with Value Attributes of any kind, but especially items that give back in some way.
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HOW MUCH TO SPEND
The good news: under the vast majority of circumstances, recipients of business gifts from vendors
or business partners don’t expect to receive gifts that cost over $150. Although there are interesting
differences between demographic groups and regions of the US, this basic formula can be used as a
general-purpose guideline for those seeking a “one-size-fits-most” approach:

If you plan to spend between $50-$150 per business gift, you’ll be in a completely acceptable range.
Only 10-12% of all business gift recipients expect their partners or vendors to spend more than
$200 on any type of business gift, with little variation among demographics.
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• Expectations are slightly higher among:

Northeast

C-Suite execs

• Expectations are slightly more modest among:

Females

Midwest

Boomers

Another important consideration to keep in mind is that -- except in the case of gift cards -- the gift
recipient can only estimate the value of the business gift. This is why it’s important to think about
quality rather than quantity when selecting your business gifts, and why presentation matters.
Whatever you give, make it the best example of its kind. Research shows that people associate gifts
with a level of luxury they might not ordinarily splurge on for themselves .
The quality of the unboxing experience sends a strong signal to the recipient about the value of the
items within. Don’t skimp on this essential part of the gifting process because doing so will devalue
the items contained within .
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WHAT WAS THE WORST GIFT YOU’VE EVER RECEIVED
FROM A BUSINESS PARTNER?
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IMPACT

“I strongly believe business gifts
bring people closer together and
helps with bonding and empathy.”
GenX Female, Midwest

“Positive business gift giving not
only strengthens a business but
improves personal relationships”.
Millennial, Female, Owner, Northeast

“Gifts humanize businesses.”
Boomer, Male, Millennial, South

“It’s a great way to say thank you and especially for small businesses
as a way to remind other companies that they’re there!”
Millennial, Female, Manager, Midwest

“Giving the right gift in the right
situation is very important in a
business relationship in so many
ways. It sets a very important tone.”
Boomer, Male, Owner, Northeast

“It bonds and strengthens
the relationship between
the two parties.”
Boomer, Male, West

“It pays for itself twofold
or more.”
GenX, Female, Director, Midwest

“It can be tricky giving gifts to outside
business partners, but very rewarding if
done just right. You can solidify a working relationship and it can lead to real
returns for a very minor investment.”
Millennial, Male, Junior Employee. South
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2019

TRENDS AND
TIPPING POINTS
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TRENDS AND TIPPING POINTS

1

Gift cards continue to
be a safe and universally
satisfying option for
business gifts, although
they may be forgotten
more quickly .

3

2

Gifting to business
partners and clients is
expected to increase in
2019, fueled by C-Suite
execs, 40% of whom plan
to give to more recipients
in 2019 than in 2018 .

4
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Contrary to popular
belief, the use of
company-branded
items as business
gifts is under 35%.

18

The desire to
incorporate personal
and brand values into
business gifts has
reached the tipping point,
led by Millennials and
C-Suite execs .

TREND #1: EXPENDITURE LEVELS
Expected 2019 business gifting expenditures will be at the same level or higher than 2018 for over
2/3 of respondents .

2019 Business Gifting Expectations

50%

25%

16%

7%

Give the Same
Number

Too Soon
to Say

Give to More
People

Give to Fewer
People

Only 6% of respondents

25% of respondents
already plan to give
business gifts to more
people in 2019

Those especially conﬁdent of their
increased spending in 2019 include:

plan to give fewer business gifts
in 2019

27.5% say it’s too soon to say.
Those especially cautious include:

Millennials

Males

C Suite

Boomers

Jr. Employees

28%

28%

40%

35%

38%

People who say their gifting has been inﬂuenced
by social media movements on both sides of the
political spectrum are twice as likely to spend
more on business gifts in 2019

#strongertogether: 63%
#blacklivesmatter: 49%

#familiesbelongtogether: 60%
#makeamericagreatagain: 46%

National Average: 25%
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Nearly 25% of respondents already plan to give business gifts to more people in 2019. Those especially confident of their increased spending in 2019 include:

Millennials 28%

C-Suite 40%

Males 28%

42% of respondents across the board plan to maintain their same level of business gifting expenditures in 2019, without any significant differences between segments.
Only 6% of respondents plan to give business gifts to fewer people in 2019, without any without any
significant differences between segments.
27 .5% of respondents say it’s too soon for them to say . Those especially cautious include:

Jr Employees - 37 .7%
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Baby Boomers - 35.4%

TREND #2: THE STATUS OF GIFT CARDS
Gift cards continue to be a safe choice for almost everyone, but they no longer generate the memorability that strengthens personal connections.

Gift Cards Continue to be a Safe Choice
for Gifts from Business Partners
Only 3% of business gift

27.5% of 2018 gifts
from business partners
included a gift card

$50

receivers rate gift cards as their
least preferred gift

“MOST PREFERRED” STATUS VARIES SIGNIFICANTLY AMONG SEGMENTS
Most preferred by:

Boomers

71%

Least preferred by:

Midwest

Female

South

C Suite

72%

73%

35%

61%

THE UPSIDE

THE DOWNSIDE

71%
of those who received gift cards

53%
of those who received gift

report being “very satisﬁed”
with their gift

ONLY

cards described the gift as
“very memorable”

WHY DOES IT MATTER?
Gift recipients who describe their gifts from business partners
as “very memorable” are:

34%

28%

More likely to say they feel more
connected to the giver

More likely to report wanting to
work with the gift giver longer

BOTTOM LINE: Gift Cards are safe and satisfying but don’t
necessarily build long term personal relationships.
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TREND #3: SHIFTING ATTITUDES TOWARD COMPANY LOGOS
The use of company logos on gifts from business partners is waning.

LOGOED BUSINESS GIFTS
TO BRAND OR NOT TO BRAND?
COMMON FALLACY

Gifts from a company should include a
logo so recipients remember it

TODAY’S REALITY

Only 35% of gifts from business partners
included a company logo last year

RECIPIENTS OF LOGOED BUSINESS GIFTS ARE:

21%

33%

50%

Less likely to report
feeling appreciated

Less likely to report
feeling “very satisﬁed”

Less likely to describe their
gift as “very memorable”

WHY DOES IT MATTER?
Gift recipients who describe their gifts from business partners
as “very memorable” are:

34%

28%

More likely to say they feel more
connected to the giver

More likely to report wanting to
work with the gift giver longer

$

ONLY 15%
say logoed gifts make
them feel special

ONLY 25%
believe logos increase
the value of a gift

GIFTING COMPANY BRANDED ITEMS CAN BE POLARIZING
Gifts with company logos are
LEAST LIKELY to be rated
“Most Preferred” or “Preferred”
as business partner gifts

Logoed Items

Coffee/Tea

Gifts with company logos are

KNACKSHOPS.COM
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66%

74%

86% 89%

45% 52%

Food

Unique

Gift Cards

Useful

TREND #4: PUTTING MONEY WHERE YOUR VALUES ARE
Companies are using business gifts as an opportunity to reinforce their personal and professional
values .
The 2019 survey asked business gift respondents about values in two very different ways. The first
approach asked them to rate the desirability of 7 values (for example, sustainability) as attributes of
a business gift. The second approach introduced the concept of value attributes through 10 specific
popular social movements such as #metoo .

VALUE ATTRIBUTE DESIRABILITY
While 5 of the 7 value attributes scored over 50% “most preferred” or “somewhat preferred” status, C-Suite executives were most likely to rate gifts from business partners with value attributes as
“most preferable” overall. Scoring well above 50% preferred were:
•
•
•
•

Made in the USA
Gives back in some way
Handmade or artisan
From a small business

Only “from a women-owned business” and “from a minority-owned business” failed to reach the
50% preferred mark; both scoring above 40%. Somewhat surprisingly, men were just as likely as
women to rate business gifts from women-owned businesses as preferable.
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IMPACT OF SOCIAL MOVEMENTS
27% of respondents stated that their business gifting decisions were impacted by a social movement
in some way, 70% of those positively. Fewer than 6% of respondents felt that their gifting had been
negatively impacted by social movements. Baby Boomers and Junior employees were least likely to
say they’d been impacted by social movements.
C-Suite executives were twice as likely as the general population to state that their gifting had been
positively impacted by a social movement (43%).
Of those who were impacted by a social movement, movements emphasizing togetherness in some
way were most often referenced .
#STRONGERTOGETHER: 40%
Manager-level
(47%)

DRIVEN
BY:

GenX
(46%)

Males
(41%)

FAMILIESBELONGTOGETHER: 33%
DRIVEN
BY:

C-Suite
(42%)

The West
(51%)

Millennials
(36%)

#METOO: 29%
DRIVEN
BY:

The West
(32%)

The Midwest
(35%)

Millennials
(31%)

#BLACKLIVESMATTER: 28.6%
The NE
(34%)

DRIVEN
BY:
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C-Suite
(33%)

Millennials
(33%)

Boomers
(32%)

#MAKEAMERICAGREATAGAIN: 27.9%
DRIVEN
BY:

The South
(32%)

The West
(32%)

Manager-level
(32%)

#TAKEAKNEE: 17.0%
DRIVEN
BY:

The West
(20%)

C-Suite
(21%)

Millennials
(19%)

#TIMESUP: 13.4%,
The West
(20%)

DRIVEN
BY:

The Midwest
(19%)

C-Suite
(17%)

#NOBANNOWALL: 12.0%
DRIVEN
BY:

Manager-level
(16%)

The South
(13%)

Males
(13%)

Boomers
(13%)

#NEVERAGAIN: 11.0%
DRIVEN
BY:

GenX
(16%)

The West
(16%)

C-Suite
(15%)

#MUSLIMBAN: 9.2%
DRIVEN
BY:

Boomers
(22%)

The Midwest
(12%)

Manager-level
(12%)
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ARE NATIONAL POLITICAL DIVISIONS EVIDENT IN THESE RESULTS?
We were able to crosstab all of our results by how strongly people agreed with the job the President
is doing. If we hone in on only those at the poles – those who Strongly Agree that the President is
doing a good job, and those who Strongly Disagree (by the way, both sample sizes were within 20%
of each other) – we see some interesting differences in the results of these two approaches.
When we ask about value attributes in general, those who Strongly Agree that the President is doing
a good job are more likely to prefer gifts with value attributes across all value categories described.
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However, when we look at specific social movements, the results are more nuanced. Those who
Strongly Agree that the President is doing a good job are nearly twice as likely (33%) to say their
business gifting has been positively impacted by social movements in the last year. This group
overindexes on the social movements #MakeAmericaGreatAgain and (somewhat surprisingly)
#StrongerTogether .
Meanwhile, 17% of those who Strongly Disagree that the President is doing a good job say their
business gifting has been positively impacted by social movements in the last year. This latter group
overindexes on #MeToo, #BlackLivesMatter and #FamiliesBelongTogether .
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AT THE TIPPING POINT: TRENDS TO WATCH
These trends aren’t quite at the same level but they’re definitely things to watch…
1. Business gifting decisions will be increasingly influenced by social movements
and responsibility.
27% of all respondents felt their business
gifting decisions were impacted by a social
movement in some way, 21% positively . This
is enough to create a tipping point, especially
since demographics are in this trend’s favor:
• Millennials are twice as likely as Boomers to
say their gifting is being influenced in a positive way by social trends.
• C-suite members are twice as likely as
Manager/Directors and almost 3 times Junior
employees to say the same .

2. Made in the US gifts will continue to be
favored by business gifters.
Gifts made in the USA scored higher than
any other “value” attribute, with 37.5% of
respondents finding USA-made gifts “most
preferred.”
• Perceptions of favorability were led by
Manager/Director-level employees
(42 .5%) and those who strongly approve
of the job the president is doing (53.2%).
• Most importantly, only 1% of respondents
listed this attribute as “least preferred,” so
gift American-made goods without hesitation!
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3. Posting Gifts on Social
While only 38% of recipients strongly agree
(16%) or somewhat agree (22%) that they like to
share their business gifts on social media, demographics are also headed in the right direction
here:
• 45% of Millennials like to share their business gifts on social media, twice the rate of
Boomers
• Surprisingly, C-Suite execs are more than
twice as likely to share their gifts on social
than junior-level employees

4. Gifting Co-Workers
While a surprisingly high 66% of respondents have given a gift to a co-worker
within the last two years, we expect this
percentage to increase:
• Millennials are 10% more likely than
GenX and 17% more likely than Boomers to give gifts to co-workers .
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5. Shareability
24% of respondents rate gifts they can
share with others as “most preferable”
• Men are 25% more likely than women to
rate shareable gifts as “most preferred”
• C-Suite and Junior Employees are 50%
more likely than Manager/Director-level
employees to rate shareable gifts as
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WHAT RESPONDENTS
SAID ABOUT LOGOS
“I enjoy buying & giving business
gifts. I enjoy getting them too.
Having said that, I have far too
many pieces of (#$($* with my
employer’s logo on them :)“

“Most corporate logo
gifts are cheaply made
and become trash.”
GenX, Female, Junior Employee,
Northeast

GenX, Female, Manager, Northeast

“Unless the gifts being given involve high revenue transactions
or goods and services, they are often just crap. Logo items given
as gifts in business are just a cheap shot at advertising.”
Boomer, Female, Manager, South

“I don’t feel a “gift” with the company logo
on it is a gift. I feel that’s the company
promoting themselves and doesn’t show
an employee that they are valued.”
Gen X, Female, West

“Give something useful instead
of stupid ugly logo things.”

“I think the company logo is just a
way to advertise and makes the gift
feel like it means less.”

Gen X, Female, Junior Employee, South

Millennial, Female, Manager, South
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BUSINESS
GIFTING TO

SPECIFIC
POPULATIONS
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GIFTING TO THE C-SUITE

GIFTING TO THE C-SUITE
FALLACY
94% believe
that personal
relationships
are important
to business

89% believe
that business
gifts bring
people closer
together

83% believe
that business
gifts create
measureable
ROI

C-Suite execs are more likely to care
about the thought that went into the gift

It’s hard to gift to “the person
who has everything” because
they won’t like it

REALITY
C-Suite execs are happier
with their business gifts than
any other segment

They are more positive about all gifts,
with the exception of gift cards

MAKE IT PERSONAL

43%

They are more likely to have
experienced a negative
emotion from a business gift.
Only half of C-Suite execs
are very conﬁdent in selecting
their own business gifts.

They are more likely to appreciate
gifts with their name or initials
They are more likely to want a gift
selected especially for them

AND YET...

SO WHAT SHOULD
YOU GIVE THEM?

>

$150 Value
Useful Items
Made in the USA

more likely than junior employees to say
a physical gift counts more than cash

When considering whether to keep a company
branded gift from a partner, they are inﬂuenced:

>
>

Gives back in
some way

More by their opinion of the company
Less by the value of the item than others

They are surprisingly social and more likely to:
Prefer gifts they can share
Be positively inﬂuenced by social movements
Prefer gifts with “Value Attributes”

WHAT “VALUE
ATTRIBUTES” DO
THEY APPRECIATE
IN THEIR GIFTS?

FUN IN THE
C-SUITE
C-Suite execs receive
gifts containing wine
at 2.5x the rate of
Managers & Directors
and 3.3x the rate of
junior employees

Sustainable
Made
in USA

Gives
back

Woman-owned
Business

Handmade
Artisan

Small
Business

Minority-owned Business
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HOW MILLENNIALS ARE INFLUENCING BUSINESS GIFTING
Millennials now comprise the largest demographic group in the US workforce . They not only represent a large swath of current potential business gift recipients; their preferences and habits will also
determine future business gifting etiquette. The leading edge of the Millennial generation is in their
mid-thirties and assuming executive roles in their companies; many are already entrepreneurs and
C-Suite executives, especially in industries such as technology, media and marketing .
Rather than repeat information discussed earlier, we’ll focus on what is different about the Millennial
generation to achieve two goals:
1. To identify for business gifters what they might do differently when gifting to Millennials
2. To identify burgeoning Millennial-specific trends that we might expect to become mainstream over the coming years as the trailing edge of this demographic matures into leadership roles in the workforce .

Attitudinal Differences
At a basic level, Millennials already appear to have a more engaged
relationship with their fellow employees:
• Millennials are 10% more likely than GenX and 17% more
likely than Boomers to give gifts to co-workers .
• Consistent with that theme, Millennials are 16% more likely
than GenXers and 22% more likely than Boomers to have
organized an office party or event for their peers.
• They are also 15% more likely than GenX and 20% more
likely than Boomers to have organized volunteer work for themselves and others.
In terms of benefits of business gifting to Millennials, their emotions upon receiving business gifts
mostly mirror the general population in terms of feeling appreciated and valued . There is one exception to these findings:
Millennials are 30% more likely than GenX and 40% more likely than Boomers to say they feel more
connected to the giver after receiving a business gift from a business partner or vendor. This is good
news for business gifters.
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Millenial Business Gift Preferences
Other than receiving food slightly more often and wine slightly less often, what Millennials report
having received as a business gift in the last year is typical of the overall business gift recipient population. So it appears that business gifters have not been treating gifts to Millennial clients and partners any differently than to older demographics, with one notable exception:
• Millennials are twice as likely to report having received a “choose your own gift” type of
business gift
• Related to this, Millennials are also 50% more likely than other groups to state “asked me to
choose my own gift” as the reason for a negative reaction to a gift
Is this a mistake on the part of business gifters not to have adjusted their gifts to Millenial norms?
Perhaps, as indicated by the fact that Millennials report being “Very Satisfied” with their last business
gift 16% less often than Boomers . They are also 3x more likely than Boomers and 5x more likely
than GenXers to describe their last gift as “Very Unmemorable.”
In terms of what Millennials prefer to receive, the 2019 survey identified an increased preference for
business gifts of personal or home use vs. older segments of the population, including:
• Millennials are 9% more likely to prefer spa gifts
• Millennials are 10% more likely to prefer items with their name or initials on them
• They are 10% more likely to prefer coffee & tea gifts
• They are 12% more likely to prefer home entertaining items
Millennial attitudes toward company-branded gifts is interestingly bifurcated:
• Millennials are 9% more likely to rate company-branded items as “Most Preferred” or
“Somewhat Preferred” than the overall population
• However, Millennials are also twice as likely as GenXers and 40% more likely than the
over all population to say they immediately get rid of items with company logos on them
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Millennial Values
Millennial preferences for “Value Attributes” in their gifts mirror the overall population with a few statistically significant differences:
• Millennials under-index on Made In the USA
• Millennials over-index on Gives Back, Women-owned Businesses and Minority-owned
Businesses
45% of Millennials say they like to share their business gifts on social media, roughly twice as many
as Boomers .
As business gifters, Millennials are 33% more likely than Boomers and 6% more likely than the
overall population to say that physical gifts counts more than cash or gift cards . They also feel more
confident about their ability to select gifts to people who may have different values than they do:
25% more likely to express confidence than Boomers and 8% more than the general population. This
confidence, along with career advancement, may underlie the reason why Millennials are 50% more
likely than Boomers and 20% more likely than GenXers to say they plan to give business gifts to
more people this year than last .
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Not surprisingly, Millennials are twice as likely as Boomers to state that current social movements
have positively impacted their business gifting. In terms of specific social movements:
• Millennials over-index on #BlackLivesMatter, #TakeAKnee and #MeToo
• While under-indexing on #StrongerTogether and #MakeAmericaGreatAgain
While Millennials are 10% less likely to agree with the job the President is doing, they are optimistic
about the future.
• They are 28% more likely than Boomers to say that our society is becoming more tolerant,
• They are 30% more likely to say that our society is becoming more compassionate.
Consistent with this, Millennials are also 40% more likely than Boomers and 15% more likely than
GenXers to say that they are personally becoming more racially aware.

The Bottom Line
1. Although a best practice overall, tailoring the business gift to the person will pay especially significant dividends when gifting to Millennials. This is due to a combination of
their increased preference for personalized and personal-use items and their heightened
propensity to feel more personally connected to those partners and vendors who give them
gifts .
2 . We would expect to see the maturation of the trailing edge of the Millennial generation into
business leadership roles accelerate the trend toward business gifts that represent and
proclaim the value attributes of the giver, especially as those values pertain to giving back
and supporting products made by underrepresented populations.
3. The underlying optimism of the Millennial generation about the direction our society is
headed, combined with their significantly higher propensity to state a desire to give business gifts to more people in the future cause us to believe that the trend toward market
expansion will continue.
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BUSINESS GIFTING & GENDER DIFFERENCES
IN THE #METOO ERA
Let’s start with common-sense advice for gifting to a mixed-gender professional population in the
modern era:
1. Don’t give anything worn close to the body.
This includes jewelry, perfume or items of clothing. These items are inappropriate and potentially send the wrong message to gift recipients of both sexes.
However, women are twice as likely as men to report having negative feelings about a gift
because they found it “too intimate.”
2. Don’t give flowers .
Interestingly, nothing ranked lower than flowers in terms of business gift recipients’ most preferred gifts in our 2018 survey . Nonetheless, 5% of women report having received them as a
gift from a business partner or vendor, which is 3x the rate of men.
Flowers convey an overtly romantic overtone based on their customary role as gifts for Valentine’s Day, weddings, dates and anniversaries. They can be potentially embarrassing to the
recipient to have sitting on their desk all day and are difficult to transport outside the office.
3. Don’t segment your gifts by gender.
In 2019 this is as ridiculous and insulting as segmenting your gifts by race.
We’re not saying that everyone on your list should get the exact same item, although that’s
the safest policy when possible. But keep your gifts all in the same theme…for example, if
you’re giving golf-related gifts, give them to everyone regardless of gender . If you’re giving
spa gifts, do the same . Don’t give golf gifts to the men and spa packages to the women .
There are some attitudinal differences between male and female business gift recipients worth noting, but they may challenge the conventional thinking about women as the “gentler sex.”
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BUSINESS GIFTING AND GENDER
WOMEN ARE STRICTLY PRAGMATIC
ABOUT LOGOED GIFTS

WOMEN ARE

The most important factor in her decision
to keep a logoed gift is how much they
like the item itself.

AND YET...

Men can be more inﬂuenced by their
relationship with the company and how
cool they think the logo is.

They overall expect their
business partners and vendors
to spend less on business gifts
than men do.

Men are 46% more likely to look favorably on
company branded gifts than women, although
still only 19% rate them as “Most Preferable.”
Women are 40% more likely than men to rate
the presence of a company logo as least likely
to positively inﬂuence their opinion of a gift.

CONVENTIONAL WISDOM?
NOT SO FAST... MEN ARE:

2.5x

more likely than men to report
having negative feelings about
a business gift because it
“seemed very cheap.”

NOT WHAT YOU’D
EXPECT
Men are just as likely as
women to rate gifts from
women entrepreneurs as
“Most Preferred.”

Attitudinal Differences
OPTIMISM GAP

22% more likely to rate
home entertainment
items as most preferable.

14% more likely than
women to say that a
physical gift counts more
than cash and 25% more
likely to be positively
inﬂuenced by the
presentation of the gift.
WOMEN ARE:

Men are 40% more likely to
say they plan on giving more
business gifts this year.
Women are signiﬁcantly more
skeptical about our country’s
current direction and its future.

Women are 30% more likely to state
that they’re conﬁdent in selecting gifts
for business partners.
Men are 60% more likely to say their
business gifting has been positively
impacted by social movements.

25% more likely to say
that a personal message is
the #1 factor in positively
inﬂuencing their opinion
of a gift.

Although men and women value their relationships
with coworkers equally, men are 8% more likely to
say that they strongly value their relationship with
clients and partners outside the company.
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LOCAL FLAVOR: REGIONAL PREFERENCES IN BUSINESS GIFTS
West
• Most satisfied with their last gift anmost likely to say their last gift was
“Very Memorable”
• Attitudinally, most likely to report to
feelings of appreciation and connectedness with business partners after
receiving a gift
• Most likely to prefer useful gifts
• Least likely to prefer popular & trendy
gifts

South
• Half as likely as other regions to
have received a gift that gave back in
some way
• Least likely of the four regions to immediately toss out items with logos
on them
• Most likely to prefer handmade and
artisan gifts
• Most likely to say they plan to give to
more people this year
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Midwest
• Least likely to prefer gifts with monograms
• Most likely to have experienced negative
feelings about a gift because the recipient
didn’t put thought into it
• Has the lowest expectations for the
amount of money business partners will
spend on gifts
• Most likely to toss business gifts that contain company logos

Northeast
• Most likely to prefer popular & trendy gifts
• Much higher interest in Value Attributes
than other regions across the board, but
especially gifts that give back in some
way (50% more likely to prefer) and sustainable gifts (25% more than Midwest,
for example)
• Most likely to have experienced negative
feelings about a gift because it “seemed
cheap”
• Has the highest expectations about what
business partners should spend on gifts

WHAT RECIPIENTS RECEIVED BY REGION

BUSINESS GIFTS WITH COMPANY LOGOS
ARE LEAST COMMON IN NORTHEAST
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WHAT RECIPIENTS REALLY PREFERRED BY REGION
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THE IMPACT
OF PERSONAL
TOUCH

“If the business isn’t going to put any effort
into it and just do it out of obligation then
they shouldn’t bother.”
Millennial, Female, Junior Employee, South

“Just give a gift that shows
the person that you at least
put some thought into it.”

“They should be more personal
with a personal message.”

GenX, Male, Director, Northeast

GenX, Female, Manager, South

“It should be personal, not one gift given to many.”
Millennial, Female, Junior Employee, Northeast

“I think it’s the small thoughtful gifts
that have the biggest impact.”
GenX, Male, Junior Employee, West

“Business gift giving could
still come from the heart”
GenX, Male, Manager, Midwest

“It has to be useful and trendy,
not just a fixture on a desk.”
Millennial, Male, Manager, West

“There should be more of a variety
to the gifts not everyone getting
the same thing.”
Millennial, Female, Junior Employee, Midwest
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THE 30 SECOND FAIL-SAFE BUSINESS GIFTING CHECKLIST
In a hurry? You can’t go wrong by following this simple formula:
1. GIVE A USEFUL ITEM
It doesn’t matter what you choose, but whatever it is, make it a good one. It’s better to give
quality than quantity when it comes to business gifts.

2. SURROUND THE USEFUL ITEM WITH SHAREABLE GOURMET FOOD
Create a themed experience. For example, pair your cheeseboard with crackers and fig jam.
Pair your travel backpack with jerky and trail mix. Pair your coffee tumbler with gourmet
beans. Again, choose quality over quantity.

3. GIVE ITEMS THAT ARE MADE IN THE US
Values add a story to your gift and Made In USA was the universally top-preferred value attribute in 2018. You will offend no one this way.

4. SPEND BETWEEN $50-$150 AS FOLLOWS:
• $50 - $65 Junior-level business partners
• $75-$100 Manager/Director-level business partners, Most Clients
• $140 –$160 C-Suite execs and VPs, Most Valued Clients
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4. WRITE A PERSONALLY-ADDRESSED NOTE
“Of course!” you may be thinking. But the reality is that over half of business gift recipients report receiving a gift without it. This is without a doubt the single most powerful – and cheapest – thing you can do to create a lasting personal connection with your gift.

At a loss for what to say? This will get the job done:

Of course, when you have more time there’s a lot more you can do . But in a pinch, if you do only
these things, your gift will be a success.
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FPO

CONTACT US
9am – 6pm PST, Mon - Fri
206-258-6176
help@knackshops .com
VISIT OUR SHOWROOM
1433 12th Ave, Suite A-1, Seattle, WA 98122
By appointment only

©2019 Knackshops.com. All rights reserved.
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